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NY Trade/Investment Broker (1)

1. Environmental: assist communities throughout the country (Nigeria)
needing water purification, waste water treatment, and waste-to-energy
conversion (by converting methane gas from garbage dumps to electrical
energy) Broker supplies the (American) corporations that provide the solutions
along with the financing to fulfill the particular request. (See 4 and 5 below)

2. Agriculture: broker can provide turnkey factories for processing agricultural
products  and by-products.  Includes: buildings, equipment, support vehicles,
staffing, on-  going support services, etc. For: canning, bottling, bagging,
slaughtering...of fruits, vegetables, animals, grain, by-products... 100%
financing; long-term payback.

Private labeling of U.S.-produced canned or jarred vegetables and/or fruits - for
sale overseas - U.S.-financed. Need a Nigerian distributor of food products who
wishes to import American products with his private label on them.

This agriculture company will also buy certain agricultural commodities, please
advise what is available for sale. Note: if this U.S. agricultural company puts
up a factory (100% financed)  and the factory produces a product which the
U.S. company wants,  the U.S. company will guarantee purchase of that
production.

3. Electrical: Looking for switchgear components. Broker for a U.S. company
which is the largest supplier of such products to General Electric. Seeks
manufacturing of components overseas (already manufactures  some pieces in
Western Europe)

4. Water and Waste Water Treatment. A U.S. global environmental company,
multi-disciplined, specializes  in providing turnkey design and construction
services in water and  waste water for industries and municipalities.  This is
100% financed.

Company employs almost 200 professionals in the disciplines of sanitary,
environmental, water supply/distribution, structural, electrical, geo-technical,
mechanical, and other engineering disciplines including field construction,
fabrication, and related personnel.  It provides complete, single-source services
from engineering, design, supply of systems and construction-installation with
full responsibility on a performance guaranteed, water, waste water, or solid
waste treatment facility.
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The company is almost 30 years old and has over 300 successfully completed
projects in countries world wide. They have provided turnkey systems for Coca-
Cola, Proctor and Gamble, Bristol Myers Squibb, etc.   This company also does
BOOT (Buy, Own, Operate, Transfer) as well as BOO (Buy, Own, Operate). They
are able to secure financing.

5. Sanitation (Solid Waste) and Converting Waste to Energy

   - The areas of solid waste disposal are:  collection; separation;
     transport; waste dump, or, waste-to-energy system.

   - Each area requires specifics:

     For example: garbage trucks; specialized equipment; building of
     dump sites; providing the waste-to-energy facility that offers the
     long term economics of cost-saving on energy, being environmentally
     friendly......

   - All areas qualify for U.S. financing

   - All areas can be addressed by U.S. companies that are the global
     leaders

6. Power/Energy

   - Refurbish turbines in hydro plants and improve capacity up to 40%
     guaranteed by the largest company in the world

- Up to 100% financing

- Increases the value of existing facilities

   -   Reduces costs

7. Brokerage would form alliances with suitable brokerage firms, banks, and
insurance companies for the purpose of executing U.S. trades and doing
foreign  exchange.  We offer more professional, efficient service and individual
attention than that received from huge, impersonal houses.

Can provide the U.S. corporate literature regarding product, systems, or
services pertaining to each item above. In every project aforementioned, local
talent is used wherever possible.....for example, construction, engineering,
electrical engineering...

Clears through the prestigious Weiss, Peck & Greer whose parent is
Robobank, with $100 billion US assets under management.
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